
 

 

Unclassified 

VOUCHER EXAMINER 

Major Duties and Responsibilities       % of time 

Vendor Voucher Duties        85 % OF TIME 

Vendor voucher duties include auditing, reviewing, preparing and processing all types of vendor claims 

and payments. Incumbent has the responsibility for processing payments of Purchase Orders (POs), 

purchase cards and Blanket Purchase Agreements (BPAs) pertaining to serviced and non-serviced 

agencies. The receipts accompanying each voucher must conform to USG rules and regulations 

governing limitations on the amount of payment, correctness and legality of payment. Incumbent is 

responsible for keeping an updated file control of all PO and BPA payments in order to avoid duplicate 

payments and to validate that the amount specified on the PO/BPA has not been exceeded. Payments 

must be made in accordance with the Prompt Payment Act to avoid incurring late payment penalties. 

The incumbent ensures that expenses are authorized and allowed by the Standardized Regulations or 

FAM and contain the correct fiscal data. Incumbent must follow-up with the consulate cashiers, FMC 

accountants, and directly with non-State agency financial personnel to resolve highly complex fiscal data 

problems. Incumbent is responsible for reconciling accounts and for developing and maintaining various 

spreadsheets as needed for the reconciliation process. 

 

Voucher Log          10 % OF TIME 

Incumbent is responsible for maintaining a voucher log by entering all vendor invoices, such as travel 

vouchers, leases, representational and allowances, to name a few, into database. Incumbent will screen 

vouchers, send rejection letters assign voucher numbers for tracking and distribute vouchers to voucher 

examiners for processing. 

 

Other Duties as Assigned        5 % OF TIME 

Acts as a back-up for Regional and other voucher examiners when necessary. Performs any other duties 

assigned by the supervisor or FMOs. 

 

Note: “This position description in no way states or implies that these are the only duties to be 

performed by incumbent. Incumbent will be required to perform other duties as assigned by the 

agency.” 


